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This report, in its original form, was submitted by the 
authors as part of tnc requirement for the Degree of &SC. in 
Xnginzering with Bonours of t?ie W.vursity of Bristol, However, 
descriptive material tnst is quite appropriate in a thesis or 
dissertation can bz out of place in a scientific ccmlunication; the 
present writer has therefore severely edited the original for its present 
purpose. The e&tin? hLis taken the form, mainly, of deletion of 
sections j&ea illappropriate; if thertifors in its present form the 
report lacks something in conttiuity, the writer must accept 
responsibility. 

There are two points on which comment must be offertid. 
First, it is perhai3s not entirely clear that the vortex system shown 
in Pig. 13 represents the additional vorticity due to the introduction -.-- 
of the fin (and rudder), crJmpa.red with the condition with fin absent: 
so far as the fin is concerned, the additional vorticity is, of course, 
also the total vorticity. Any induced velocities due to initial 
vorticity in the r~IllEAl:lilg surfaces are assumed to be included in the 
measurements of vtilocity and direction with fin absent. 

The second point concerns the discrepancy between the measured 
load and that predicted from the vortex system of Fig. 13 and 
Appendix I. The authors suggest in '2 6 that this may be due to 
curvature of flow. 'Ho':;'ever, the present writer has demonstrated that 
about half the discrepancy can be attributed to the use of a finite 
nulnber of horseshoe vortictis to represc;nt the continuous distribution: 
the results of this investigation are summarised in Ak>pendis II. 



A wind tunnel model af a typical low-speed, straight-winged 
aircraft, having a wedge-type rear fuselage, was design&. for an 
investigation of the factors affecting the spanwise load distribution 
over the vertical tail with the air-craft in a yawed attitude. The 
model incorporated two alternate wing positions, three wing aspect 
ratios, three different cockpits, three tailplane positions and a 
movable rudder; but the tests described here are limited t.o tao 
tailplane positions. A propeller was not fitted. Tlie fin .and rudder 
surfaces were fitted with orifices for pressur.: distribution tests. 

An approximate method is proposed for predicting the sp~~ise 
load distribution over the verCca1 tail. in yaw, from a knowledge of 

the variation of direction and velocity of the airflow in the region of 
the vertical tail with this surface removed. 

The tests i;iere made with the 10~ mounted wings at an aspect 
ratio of 7, and with a large unfaired cockpit, at a Reynolds number of 
0.2 x IO" (based on the mne%n chord of the vertical tail of aspect 
ratio 1,O) with the tailplane at high and low positions on the rear 
fuselage. The tests rereale~d considerable variation in the direction 
of flow in the region of the vertical tail. Tnis variation of flow 
direction had an apprecisblt: effect on the sponii;ise load distribution 
over the vertical tail. -E?rcssure distribution tests sholvzd a HOW 

value of spanwi.;e load near the base of the vertical tail and a maximum 
value at thrat= quarters span. 

The proposed method of predicting the vertical tail spanwise 
load distribution gave load values 25‘ higher than the values determined 
from the pressure distribution tests, but is promising in that the 
predicted-distribution was similar in form to the neasur& distribution. 
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1. Intro>~.i;-~~ 

The distribution of the air 1oo.d~ ofi the vzrticxl tA.1 
Surface or surfactis of 2x1 ajxcra:'t dwjq; fliy:ht ,rniXt be zcciirrzte.lJr 
estimated dur-in,2 design 0L' the aircraft to sati25y stressing and 
stability requirements. SYJ.,~ ---al m+-&.~ of calcyilatjq the spaiiwise 
load distribution OE unswept wings at low speds arc in use, but their 
application to the vartical tail surfaces givt:s rise to inaccurate 
JXSUltS, owing to the complicated i;ntU.re of i;iw ixi,rfloW in thi: region 
of the r tar fuselage. it is not unusual f'w t!x design of thti vertical 
tail surfaces to bi: c&ngcd d.uring ir:itjal Kkil tunnel teStS SO tilLLt 
stability criteria should be satisfidd, but the ,nost efficiant stressing 
has not always bctin possi ble due to uncertainties during design 
conc~~3mi.n;: the air load distri.bution. 

Methods of calculating a realistic approximation to the 
chordwise load distribution cn unswept tail surfaces at low speeds are 
available4 , while several reports concerning stability characteristics, 
pressure distributions and other features of such tail units h:ive been 
published, two of the most important being those by Pass2 and by Iyons 
and Bisgood7. The latter gives a design m&hod for vertical tails 
which includes a theoretical spankvise lift distribution, Marina and 
blastracolaL)+ have drawn attention to departures from the expected 
distribution. These writers also criticise the definition of vertical 
tail surface area used by Pass2 in his analysis of several different 
aircraft. Several reports have described an analysis of the airflow 
in the region of the vertical tG.l~Cth this surface removed, and it is 
clear that this flow is not uniform, Other reports on the subject me 
not compatible due to differing assumptions and test conditions. To the 
knowledge of the writers, the effect of cockpit size or configuration 
on the airflow around the vertical tail has not been investigated, 
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The end-plate effect of the tailplane could be investigated by tests 
with the tailplane in high, mid or low positions on the rear fuselage, 
and three different cockpits were available for comparative purposes. 
Effects due to low or shoulder wing position, to variation of wing 
aspect ratio, and to rudder deflection could also be studied. It was 
originally intended to have several vertical tails of different aspect 
ratios, but shortage of time precluded the construction of more than one. 
As no propeller was fitted, the effects of slipstream rotation could not 
be investigated. 

An Appendix to this report describes an approximate method 
for calculating the spanwise load distribution which takes into account 
the variation in velocity and direction of the airflow on the vertical 
tail quarter chord line in the absence of the vertical tail, as well as 
effects due to variation of vertical tail aspect ratio and the induced 
effects due to the horizontal tail. The writers are unaware of any 
previous theory which includt 's consideration of all these factors in 
the prediction of vertical tail spanwise load distribution, 

2. Description of Allparatus 

2.1 hbdel 

The model shown in Kg. I", was designed to be representative 
of small low-speed aircraft. A large number of cmfi,gurations could be 
obtained by varying the position of its co,nponents so that most of the 
parameters affecting tail loading could be investigated on a single model. 
It was desirable to make the model as large as possible so that a system 
of pressure transmission tubes could be built into the fin and passed 
through the rear fuselage withou t undue complexity or congestion, but 
the model size was restricted, by the necessity of avoiding excessive 
wind tunnel boundary constraint effects, to a maximurl: span of 36 inches. 
The model was made of laminated mahogany, with the exception of the 
perspex fin and moulded resin rudder. Xbony was used for the wing and 
tailplane trailing edge and all m&al fittings wore of brass. 

2. 1 .I Kings 

The wings, v~hich were of ItiLF 38 acrofoil secticn and had 3O 
dihedral, could be fitted into the fuselag at zero angle of attack in 
low or shoulder position. Detachable wing tips were lit-ted so that 
aspect ratios of 9, 7 and 5 were available. 

2.1.2 Fuselaffe 

The fuselage was of rectangular section with rounded corners. 
In addition to cut-outs for the two wing positions and tail unit, the 
top decking was cut agay so that three different cockpits, representing 
large and small unfaired and small faired types, could be fitted. The 
rear fuselage, shown in detail in Pig. 6, had three horizontal slots 
cut in it to mount the tailplane in high, mid or low positions, and a 
vertical slot for the fin or fin blank. Channels cut in the rear 
fuselage for the pressure transmission tubes from the fin led to a 
common outlet, fitted with a short atzofoil section tube, under the 
rear fuselage. 

2.1.3 Tail unit 

The NACA 0010 aarofoil section was used for the tailplane 
which had a "cut out" at the trailiriC edge to allow for rudder 
movement. A brass cer,tre sticticn was used i>r strength reasons, 2nd 
brass fittings were used at the tips to retczin the tail suspension 

___________________-__I____________ 
"Figs. 3, 4, 5 of this report are not reproduced hcru. 



2.2 Xountinpsystem ---.----,.a, -.-- 
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3.2 T&3 t EC e: fJul--i: - -. --..--.. 

The model was assen13led with the w<.ngs of nsp?ct ratio 7 ii? 
the low position and thelarge unfaired cockpit in place. The only 
vertical tail available for tht: tests had an aspect ratio of q.0, this 
being at the lower end. of the proposea range of vertical tell as~wt 
ratios, This model configuration was used for a stxies of tests with 
the tailplane fitted in both the low and hign positions. 

To alloy, for displacement of the model due to air loa&, ?Lx 
desired incidence and yaw were s& up with the tunnel running at the 
test a&speed of 'I16 feet per second (a Hqynolds nmioer of 0.2 x I@ 
b ascd on vertical tail man chordj. 

For the fimt t<sts ttiu Yin WS^S removed and ro?laccd by the 
fin blank. The cerltilc:var beax traversing cquismnt was set up in 
position with the yawi;&er Jx3d placid at a point on the v,mtical tsil 
quarter chord lint: near thy roct position, dut: slloxanct: being made Z-or 
the movemnt af the model an2 berm under air Icads. A qmarter chord 
line traverse of the vtztical tail -XLS then mde to dctemine the: an2:l.e~ 
of sidmash over thz i'il? by obtaining null r~~:xlings ofi the: U-tube 
conmcted to the ys4Atir. Siruilar travmses wt\rc then made with the 
pitot and static pressure heads, tilu sidewash readings tei:l,T UStid to 

ensure that thu prass;lro m&s pointed directly into the airstrtiam. 

The fin ;;as then fitted and multituki: mnomter prcssuru 
records obtained in tht: usual way. 

Thti above tests ~-ei'd mads ;yitlh the mod& at O1 inciclmct: ‘~3 
8" yav; for the tailplane in both high and 107-J positions. 

4. Presentation of Results -e- -- 

The results of thi: vertical tail quarter chord lint: travms>s 
with 10~ a;".d high tailplane positions are sho~m graphically in F&s. 7 
and 8 respictively, varistioii of me:usur0.l incidtirxe on the vmtical tail 
being plotttid in radians <and thti dvnaxic head and velocity variations 
plottm3 non-d.im;nsionally in tcrms"of thu free streain valuti of dymmic 
head and velocity. '3,: valocxty variation is dcriv4. frcm th.~ d~mmi.c 
hcad variation. 

Chordwise pressure distribtitions at each refmeace xction 
we plotted, in tcJrL%s of press'%rd coeffici.Cxits b~~s~~ii on ibe stran 
dynamic prt,-ssurti, ic Fias. 9 and 'IO. Th; at'24 w-&r the- curves is 
integrated for the nox;l force cotifficient et each smti0.n. This 
coefficient is then rnuitiplied by the local chord md frci strsan? 
dynmic pressure to give: the lift per unit span at each section, ts 
shown in Pip. 'II ar,d 12 for the low tail;3lane and high tailplant? cases 
rcsptictively. Them figures also show the spanwise lift distribution 
pradicttid by the: method of‘ fi_upondix I from tht: quarter chord line 
travursti. 

5. Discussioa of R~esults 

5.1 Vertical tail qmartz chord linv t,r'-ivd.rsc ----- 

gigs. 7a and 83 she-; that ti-12 ?7diltiCEfl Of til2 total Xl&e 
of i,e,cidencu of the: si.r.':ol:: on to tl-ic: verticsl t&.1 is considerable. 
N&.r tllr: 'case of IAS vc;-rtic~l tsjil tL;d floi; tt;nds -lo bi: parallel t0 
bhc centreline of tht- aircraf2 cr zven ix hzvc: gi:ztw yxx; but at 
about one eigilth E;Jai? the 6irtxti.m charq;.~3 sharply , f'loi~iilg ac.TOSS 

the fuselage ZEXL at 0.25 to 3,,3 r3S+,im ts tm cxtruline: this ne3rljr 
doubles tha fin inoi&x-~ce dud -ix y:.~ s-io;le. The aczl"3 of flnv; 

rc:lativo/' 



relative to the fuselage thereafter dec-eases anil tends towards the free 
strem direction, ht does not z.ttain this directjon within the span. 

Figs. 7b, 7c, Gb and bc in&x-& that ti:o values of the dynamic 
head and velocity of the airflow in tllc vicjznj.ty of the base of the fia 
X??e LbGut 3'1 -,; anti 20,) respectively belnsr the free stream values. This 
er"fect extends beyond the estimated thickxxss of the fuse&q+ boundary 
layer and may possibly be due to the prasea~::: of a tuxbuieilt wakd from 
the cockpit or the wing ,"uselagz IntersectLon. The free stream 
valuc?s 02 d~-nm~ic heaLi an3 velocity tu"2 reached at about 80,, vertical 
tail spafi, 

5.2 Vertical tail chordwise prsssurc distribution 1_----- .-.p---l-...-- 

5.3 Vertical. tail syzM-se loud clistzibution (Flg:~. II and 12) -._I ..-.- - ---- 

The spa;xise load dj.strx'l;vtion obtained for both tailplane 
positians is sjxilxr ifl 
Sxi.no anti ~~LstrocoL2~~~. 

gcnersl form to the distributions obtained by 
The m&xi;fiun~ value occurs at zibout 5%~ s2an 

and drops rapidly to a lcw value nex the base of the vertical tai'-. 
The curves uf measured lift per unit sp;a~ are sj~tilar ii1 form for both. 
low and high tail.$:;lle cases, the ~naxir;ium value fcr t!?e low tnilplanc 
case being 1 C+ higher tha;l that for the high tailplane cz.se, This is 
probably due to the greater effective aspect ratio of the vert&cal tail 
resulting from the lower tailplane position, es shown by Riley5. The 
variation oi vertical tuil loa&ing clue tc t4Aplane vertical and fore 
and aft; location is a siii‘t3i1le subjc;ct for fcirt&r invzst~gation with 
this model. 

The curves of pr&icted spanwise load distribution are seen 
to be of very sinilar Porn to the curves of measured distribution, 
although thz predicted values are tiiqrJA. c - $~iatolg 25iLl g-eater in both 10W 

and high taily;ic,ne cases. The fac'i, thdt the coiresyoiiding vahxs of 
the prt:dicted and merited distribution curves a-r-2 in very nearly 
constant ratio over th2 complete span provia2s some measure of 

verification of tl:e prediction. It is po;sible that f,ht: 25,5 discrepalcy 

was due to curv;zture oi' the flov; in the region if,tho vertical tail 
producing an eif'ectivt: curvature of this s-urface.'i: Tha possible 
curvature 0.C the flow could be jSnvestik<ated by making yawmeter traverses 
on the leadir@ and trailing edge lines with the vertickl ?Zil removed. 
Thg.s any effective camber could be detzrrxined and i;lcorporated in the 
spanwise loading prediction. 

A noticoablr: feature of the load distribution curves 
is a small kink which occurs icl both thti predxtCl and measured curves 
at about -is;> s~jaii, for both the h.igh aTld low tailplane cases. The 
frlct that th7 !:.in:t ayp~~z~~-s in ail Pour curves suggests that it is not 
due to experLm2ntai errors, a;id it is ncticd. that there is a sl; rr'2.t A&& 
variation in si~ievrash an3 dynsi;nic I~ead at 75,,” spsn for the quartor chord 

line/ 
- I - _ - - -  ̂ I _ Î __ - ._ I- - - - - - I I .- ~_ I _ - I I_ - _ - - - - - 
* See also Appendix 11 e 
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line traverse results (Figs. 7 and 8). This slight variation probably 
causes the kink in the predicted curve as this is-derived from 
relationships incorporating the airflow characteristics. The reason 
for the local variation in the distribution curves is unknown but it is 
suggested that, considering its spanwise position, it may be due to the 
eflects of a vortex shed from the large unfaired c0;kpj.t. B‘urther 
tests with the three dii'ferent cockpits are nesessary to check this 
suggestion.. 

6. Conclusions --- 

The variation of sidewash in the region of the vertical 
tail is large and has a major effect on the spanl:ise load distribution 
of the vertical tail. The dynamic head and velocity of the airflow in 
the region of the base of the vertical tail are below free stream values, 
and this effect extends well beyond tht: thickness of the estimated 
fuselage bountiy layer. It may be due to the presence of a turbulent 
wake from the cockpit or wing root. 

The method of Appendix I accurately predicts the form of the 
vertical tail spany:fise load distribution and in this respect is 
promising. HovJever, thz predicted values care approximately Z'5;/3 higher 
than the measured values of load per unit span. Further work 
investigating the curvature of th6 airflow in the region of the vertical 
tail and the pressure distribution over the sides of the rear fuselage 
may reduce this discrepancy betviieen measured and predicted load 
distributions. The proposed method of predicting tnr: vertical tail 
spanwise load distribution shows sufficient promise to justify 
continuation of this investigation. 

Further experimental work should be carried out with the 
existing model in order to develop a reliable empirical or theoretical 
method of predicting th e airflow characteristics in the region of the 
vertical tail. The method should incorporate the affects of variations 
in the aircraft configuration (viz., asp+ot ratio, wing position, cabin 
shape, tailplane position and rudder deflection), aircraft attitude 
(angles of incidence and yaw) and eventually, after the addition of a 
propeller or propellers to a similar model, slipstream rota+ion. 

If such a method were successful, the theory developed in 
Appendix I would then lead to a method of estimating a reasonable 
approximation to the spanwise load distribution over the vertical tail 
surface of conventional low-speed straight winged aircraft having a 
wedge-type rear fuselage. 

References/ 
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L%If?m;3Ix I PF 

The Approximate Estimation of Spanwise Load Distribution 
on the Vertical Tail in a Yawed Condition using Xeasurements of 

Airflow Characteristics with the Vertical Tail Removed 

A.1.q Introduction 

The load distribution on the vertical tail in yaw depends 
on the variation of dynamic pressure and sidewash due to the aircraft 
as a whole, on the induced effects of the horizontal tail and the rear 
section of the fuselage and on its own induced effects, If the 
vertical tail is removed and yaw and dynamic pressure traverses are 
made on the quarter chord line of the vertical tail the following 
effects will be measured: the variation of dynamic pressure and 
sidewash due to the aircraft as a whole, the induced effect of the rear 
fuselage and that part of the induced effect of the horizontal tail 
which arises through interaction with the rear fuselage. 

When the vertical tail is replaced its induced effects will 
increase the rear fuselage load. The following analysis is based on 
measurements of flow direction and velocity made with the vertical tail 
removed; it incorporates the induced effects which occur when the 
vertical tail is replaced. 

A.1.2 Outline of Xethod 

The tail surfaces are represented by a set of finite 
horseshoe vortices, the bound part of each vortex lying on the quarter 
chord line of the surface it represents (Fig. 13). The contribution 
of the fuselage is also represented by horseshoe vortices lying on the 
projection of the vertical tail quarter chord line. 

The induced incidence at the centre of the bound portion of 
each vortex, due to all the &her vortices, is calculated. In the 
case of the vertical tail the angle of yaw and values of the sidewash 
on the quarter chord line, ,measured with the vertical tail removed, are 
added to the induced incidence. Measured variation of the dynamic 
pressure on the quarter chord line of the vertical tail is also 
incorporated. This leads to a number of simultaneous linear equations, 
equal to the number of horseshoe vortices, for the normal force per unit 
span at each section. 

A.4.3 Ss]mbols 

K Strength of a horseshoe vortex 

V induced sidewash velocity at a point on 
tht: vertical tail 

w induced downwash velocity at a point on 
the horizontal tail 

L normal force per unit span 

9 dynamic &pressure 

V local wind velocity 

C local chord 





Thwefore , summg the sdewash velocitres ot punt A CIX 
to all the vortxces 



. ..(I) 

Slrmlarly for the hcrzzcntal tail 

Tiie nwber of equations for the horizontal tall may be halved 
by using the fact that the loading is ant~symnetrxal. 

8.1.7 The EffectLve Chord and Lift Slope of the J??selage 

There are two indetemlmte quantxtles involved m the 
above analysis; the effactLve chord and 10% slope of' the fuselage, 
which appear in the equatmns as a product. The vaiue of the chord. 
was taken arbitrarily as the root chcrJ of' the vertical tall. 

Side loads act on a yam?3 fuselage whehen the vertical tall 
1s rem-red ad. tne ocrrcapmdurg induced flow affects the measured 
value of the sldewash on the quarter chord line. #hen the fin is 
replaced Its mdUed effects cause an mcrease in the fuselage load. 
It is this mcrease in fuselage load which must oe mccrpcrated in the 
equations, because only this part of the fuselage load produces further 
m&iced flow cm the vertical tail. A value of 1.5 was arbrtrarily 
chosen as bang a ressnn~ble value for the effective 1Ut slope of the 
fuselage, m ccnjunctusn wrth the chosen value of the effective chord. 
:'ius value Was JUStlt'ld on$- by ccmparxscn of the form of the predlctad 
fm load dzkmibuticn witi the actual distribution. Further work, 
determnmg this vaLue for varmus forms of rear fususaldge would be 
useful, but It should be noted that errors 111 this value only produce 
small errcrs 32 the fm lcadl.ag. 

A.l.8 Applxaticn to Y!e Nmd &no01 Ho&l 

The fuselage and vertical tall were represented by eluvcn 
equl-spstn horseshoe vcrtxes, numbers xx to five representing the 
fuselage and nwbers six to eleven representing the vertrcal tall. 
Thx? number was chosen because the centre knes of the lov and high 
hcrxzcntal tall pcs~tlcns and the brse of Yne fin fitted almost exactly 
between the vortices. The hcrlecntal tail was represented by six 
equi-span horseshoe vortices. Smce the loading of the horizontal 
tax1 x3 antisynmetr~cal (see Appendix I, Sdctlon 5 (vj) there are only 
three Wows and hence only three eqwtlcns for the horlxcntal tail 
whxh are numbcrod twelve, t&u-teen and fourteen. The number of each 
horseshoe vortex lnay ccnvens.antly be used as a suffr;c for tie 
quantrtws at tlu centre of its span. The values mccrpcrated in 
the equations are presented 111 Tables 1 and 2. 



Two typical examples of the f&teen simltsmsclus equations 
for thk low horizontal tail case are shown below. 

12L, ' i-9 ---_-________-____ - 16.03 x 0.275 x 0.85 1 + 8 ---- 
0.85 x 3>5a x 5.97 0.85 

L6 JJ8 
= 0.06& + O&Z, + 0.13h + 0.23~ + 0.53~ + 2.67 ---- + 2.67 ;-;; 

0.84 . 

+ 0.53~~ + 0.23&,, + 0.13~~ + o.lE~2 + 0.23I4, + o.l3& 

8&i, 
------_---- + 3.56~~ = - O.f.JL1 + 0.41& + 0.hA.L~ + 0*2lL, + O.lOr, 
3.09 x 5.97 

Ls 
+ 0.05 ---- + 0.03 -k- + 0.02 -k + O.OlL, + o.olL$o + O.OlL&, 

0.84 0.85 O.Y3 

+ 0.71L,, * O.lOL%,. 

The equations were solved. by an iteratkve m&h&. ASSUUl~d. 

values of L were inserted in each equsttin in turn leadmg to better 
approxmate values df L w&h could then be substituted in the other 
equations. 

It was found that the values cmld be made to converge within 
one half per cent after three or four iterations by w.king reasonably 
accurats initial assumptions. 
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The Effect of a Finite Number of 
Horseshoe Vortices on Estimated Load 

- sy - 
A. R. Collar 

A.2.1 Introduction 

In A.R.C. 19,784~ the writer has compared the load due to a 
finite set of horseshoe vortices of equal span with the load due to the 
correct continuous distribution of vorticity. It is assumed that the 
dotvnwash at the centre of each bound vortex equals the downwash at that 
point due to the continuous distribution, and that the circiilation is 
determined wholly by the downwash. 

For an elliptically loaded wing, it emerges that the ratio of 
the total Y.oad due to a set of m equally spaced horseshoe vortices t0 
the true Load is in these circumstances 

m+l 
Rm = --w-- * 5 . ..(A.Z.l) 

m 

another example shows that the fame result is approximately true when 
ths loading is not elliptic. 

A-2.2 Application to the Present Paper 

Certain other factors are involved in the applicatio:l of the 
above result to the investigations of the present paper. Here the 
circulation is determined partly by geometric incidence and partly bY 
downwash. Consider an untwisted elliptic wing of aspect ratio A. As 
is well-known, the slope of the lift curve of such a wing bears a ratio 
to the two-dtiensional slope of 

A 
-----. 
A+2 

This result derives from the fact that, if the geometric incidence is 8, 
it is the sum of two terms: 

2 
induced incidence = ---a- 0 

A-t-2 

A 
effective incidence = ----- 0. 

A+2 

NOW from equation (A.2.1) we have that the excess load due to the use 
of m vortices is 

1 
qn-1 = -, 

m 

expressed as a fraction of the true load. In the present instance, 
however, only the fraction 2/A+2 of the total incidence is due to 
downwash; we may therefore expect the error to be reduced in this ratio 

Hence/ 
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Hence 
2 

Rm-1 = --------. 
m(fi + 2 > 

. ..(A.Z.Z) 

A.Z.3 Check Calculations 

To check the validity of equation (A.2.2), calculations have 
been made by methods identical to those of Appendix I for an untwisted 
elliptic wing, using six horseshoe vortices. The algebraic equations 
for the components of load were obtained with A general, and then 
solved for A = 0, I, 6, m. The results agreed closely with 
equation (A.2.2) for m = 6. Indeed, exact agreement would presumably 
have resulted had it not been that it is necessary to assign arbitrarily, 
in some measure, the mean chords of the sections of the wing of finite 
span s/3, where 2s is the total span. 

A.2.4 A_pplication to the Results of Appendix I 

In the calculations of Chard and Deakin for the tail unit 
of' the present paper, the distribution of load is roughly elliptic 
(set: Figs. 11, 12) and m = 6 over the tailplane span. Moreover, 
the aspect ratio A is unity. Accordingly, (A.2.2) gives 

2 
Rm = 1 + --- = 1.11 

6.3 

and the estimated load may be expected to be 11~~ higher than the true 
load. In fact, the discrepancy is about twice this amount; presumably 
the rem&-rider of the discrepancy must be due to curvilinearity of flow 
or other factors. 

Tables/ 
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Tables 1 zmd 2: Values Incorporated in Horseshoe 
Vortex Calculations 

Table 1 --_I 

Tailplane in Lcw Position 

._ . . ._ . _ . . . . . . . 
i 

._.I 
t 

; vortex No. l-5 / 6 7 8 9 IO II 12 43 14. / 
;  ̂ -. __ _- - .._- "__ ?. , I . - _ ..I. _ _ . . I- 

. YZ 0.14 -0.01 0.275 0.28 0.235 0.195 0.13 - - - t 
i 
I 

v,/v, 1 .o O.Cl+. 0.85 0.93 1.0 1.0 I.0 : - - - i 

cz iinchss 4-.o j 3.82 3.58 3.34 '3.10 2.86 2.62 3.09 2.87 2.12 ; 

a I.5 : 5.97 5.97 5.97 5.517 5.97 '5.37 5.97 5.97 5.97 I j 
. .I I - , 

Tailplme in High Position 

. ."_. . . ._. " " ". ,__" ., . 

i vortex N?. l-5, : 6 10 11 12 13 
: . 

7 . 8 s 14. j 
" . . _ _. _ .- . _ ." _ .._ _ _1 II _ ., - ‘ .I _ - . , 

V- .fl 0.14 : -0.01~ 0.21 0.26 0.23 0.195 ' 0.19 - - - ; 
I 

vz/vo 1.0 0.83 0.82 0.82 1.0 I .o 1.0 - - ,-) z 

cz inches L;,O 3.82 3.58 3.34 3.1'10 2.86 2*62 ‘3.09 '2.87 2.12 i 
I 

8 1.5 5-97 5.97 5.37 5.37 5.37 5.97 5.97 5.97 5.97 i 
_.̂  - I” . . . . “. I _ ““. * _. .” 1. 
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